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POSITRON EMISSION TOMOGRAPHY�A.M.J. PaansPET Center, Groningen University HospitalP.O. Box 30.001, 9700 RB Groningen, The Netherlands(Reeived August 5, 1998)Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a method for determining bio-hemial and physiologial proesses in vivo in a quantitative way by usingradiopharmaeutials labelled with positron emitting radionulides as 11C,13N, 15O and 18F and by measuring the annihilation radiation using aoinidene tehnique. This inludes also the measurement of the pharma-okinetis of labelled drugs and the measurement of the e�ets of drugs onmetabolism. Also deviations of normal metabolism an be measured andinsight in biologial proesses responsible for diseases an be obtained.PACS numbers: 87.59.Vb1. General overviewThe idea of in vivo measurement of biologial and/or biohemial pro-esses was already envisaged in the 1930's when the �rst arti�ially produedradionulides, whih deay under emission of externally detetable radiation,of the biologial important elements arbon, nitrogen and oxygen were dis-overed with help of the then reently developed ylotron. These radionu-lides deay by pure positron emission and the annihilation of positron andeletron results in two 511 keV -quanta under a relative angle of 180Æ whihare then measured in oinidene. This idea of PET ould only be realizedwhen the inorgani sintillation detetors for the detetion of -radiation,the eletronis for oinidene measurements and the omputer apaity forimage reonstrution beame available. For this reason Positron EmissionTomography is a rather reent development in funtional in vivo imaging.PET employs mainly short lived positron emitting radiopharmaeuti-als. The radionulides employed most widely are: 11C (T1=2 = 20 min),� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1619)



1620 A.M.J. Paans13N (T1=2 = 10 min), 15O (T1=2 = 2 min) and 18F (T1=2 = 110 min). Car-bon, oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen are the elements of life and the buildingstones of nearly every moleule of biologial importane. However, hydrogenhas no radioative isotope deaying with emission of radiation whih an bedeteted outside the human body. For this reason a �uorine isotope is oftenused as a replaement for a hydrogen atom in a moleule. Due to theseshort half lives the radionulides have to be produed in house, preferablywith a small, dediated ylotron. Sine the hemial form of the produedradionulides an only be simple, input from organi and radiohemistryis essential for synthesis of the desired omplex moleule [1℄. Input frompharmay is required for the �nal formulation and pharmaokineti stud-ies and medial input is evident and required for appliation. Longer livedpositron emitting radionulides are sometimes ommerially available or ob-tainable from researh failities with larger aelerators. Some examples oflonger liver positron emitting radionulides are 52Fe (T1=2 = 8:3 h), 55Co(T1=2 = 17:5 h) and 124I (T1=2 = 4:2 d). Sometimes also positron emittingradionulides an be obtained from a generator system. Examples are 82Rb(T1=2 = 76 s) from 82Sr (T1=2 = 25:5 d) and 68Ga (T1=2 = 68 m) from 68Ge(T1=2 = 288 d). Although all these radionulides are used, the isotopes ofthe biologial most important elements reeive most attention.At the moment small dediated ylotrons are a ommerially availableprodut. These aelerators are one or two partile mahines with �xedenergies. At the moment mostly negative-ion mahine are being installedbeause of their relative simple extration system and high extration e�-ieny. They are installed omplete with the targetry for making the fourabove mentioned short lived radionulides in Curie amounts. Also the hem-istry for some simple hemial produts is inorporated e.g. 11CO2, 11CO,C15O, C15O2, H215O et. Sometimes more omplex syntheses, e.g. 18FDG(�uorodeoxygluose), H11CN, 11CH4 or 13NH3, are also available from theylotron manufaturer. These produts beome available via dediated,automated systems or via a programmable roboti system. Other radio-pharmaeutials have to be set up individually in eah PET enter.The state of the art positron amera is a omplex radiation detetiontehnology produt ombined with a relative large omputing power for dataaquisition and image reonstrution [2℄. The basi detetor in a modernPET amera is a BGO detetor blok divided in 8 � 8 subdetetors readout by 4 photomultiplier tubes (PMT). By adding and subtrating the indi-vidual signals of the PMT's the sintillating subdetetor in the BGO blokan be identi�ed. Around 70 bloks will form a ring and 4 of these ringsan be added to get an axial �eld of view of approximately 15�16 m. Inthis way 63 planes are imaged simultaneously with a spatial resolution of4�5 mm FWHM. The septa between the adjaent subdetetor rings an also



Positron Emission Tomography 1621

Fig. 1. Whole-body PET-san with FDG shown at two levelsbe retrated reating a muh higher sensitivity in this 3-D mode at theost of a larger satter fration. With the present generation of positronamera's the singles ount rates that an be managed are in the order ofover 50,000,000 ounts per seond resulting in oinidene ount rates ofover 500,000 per seond. Hardware and software for data aquisition, imagereonstrution and for image manipulation is available. Positron amerasare able to measure the radioativity in absolute terms, Bq/pixel, whih isan unique feature. This is possible beause the oinidene tehnique al-lows for the orretion of the attenuation of radiation inside the body of theindividual patient. This orretion is aomplished by making an individ-ual �transmission image� with an external positron emitting soure. Thisindividual transmission image an also be used to orret for sattered ra-diation present in the image after a 3D-aquisition. This external soureis built into the amera and an be extended from its well shielded storagebox during the operation of the positron amera. To translate the mea-sured radioativity distribution into funtional or physiologial parametersompartimental models have been developed for radiopharmaeutials with



1622 A.M.J. Paansknown metabolite pro�les. Although only a few measurable quantities, i.e.tissue and plasma onentration (the latter by taking blood samples), areavailable, it is still possible to alulate e.g. the gluose onsumption byemploying a dynami data aquisition protool in ombination with a om-partimental model [3℄. It is also possible to make a whole body san bytranslating the patient through the PET amera. By projetion the trans-verse setion images a whole body overview an be made. An example isshown in Fig. 1 where in an onologial patient the gluose onsumptionis shown. A normal, high onsumption in the brain and the heart (rightimage), a large tumor on the left image and two smaller on the right imageare seen by their abnormal high gluose metabolism.A PET enter is the ombined relevant knowledge of hemistry, mediine,pharmay and physis and a PET enter is sta�ed by all these disiplines ina good oopering team.2. Possibilities of PET in researh and patient areThe linial appliations of PET are in the �elds of ardiology, neurologyand onology. In the ardiology the measurement of the myoardial bloodunder rest and stress onditions with 13N-ammonia and the energy on-sumption with 18FDG (18F-�uorodeoxygluose) is a standard examinationin order to disriminate between isohemi and infarted tissue. In the neu-rology the erebral blood �ow and/or the energy onsumption of the brainis the standard examination. In the onology PET is used for the detetionof tumors and to measure the e�et of therapy on the tumor metabolism.In Table I di�erent radiopharmaeutials for ardia studies are summa-rized. 13N-ammonia is used for the measurement of the myoardial bloodTABLE IMeasurements and radiopharmaeutials of importane for ardiologyMeasurement RadiopharmaeutialBlood �ow 13NH3, H215O, 82RbMetabolism 18FDG, 11C-fatty aids, 11C-aetateReeptor density 11C-CGPHypoxia 18F-�uoromisonidazol



Positron Emission Tomography 1623�ow. To study the viability of the heart it is used in ombination with18FDG. The ombination of ammonia rest, ammonia stress and metabolismstudy deliver a muh too large number of images to evaluate individually.For this reason software to re-orient the images perpendiular to the longaxis of the heart followed by a translation of the data into quantitative pa-rameters of blood �ow and gluose onsumption per heart region has beendeveloped. Blood �ow and metabolism are than visualized per examinationin a so alled polar map. It also possible to use the eletro-ardia signals tomake a gated ardia study. From this data it is possible to generate imagesof the beating heart and if from these images the wall of the left ventrilean be deteted, the wall motion an be quanti�ed.In Table II di�erent radiopharmaeutials for neurosiene studies aresummarized. The linial and researh programs in Groningen are diretedto gluose metabolism (18FDG), protein synthesis rate (PSR) with 11C-tyrosine [4℄ and blood �ow with H215O [5℄. The improvement in resolutionan be seen in Fig. 2 where the gluose metabolism of the brain is shownfor the di�erent generations of PET sanners. For onologial studies both

Fig. 2. The gluose onsumption in the human brain as measured with FDG on thedi�erent generations of PET ring systems (Courtesy of CTI PET Systems, In.).



1624 A.M.J. Paans18FDG as well as L-[1�11C℄tyrosine are available. Software for the transla-tion of measured radioativity into gluose-onsumption (18FDG) and pro-tein synthesis rate of 11C-tyrosine have been developed. The D2 reeptor inthe human brain an be studied with 18F-DOPA or 11C-ralopride and is ofimportane in the ase of Parkinson's disease. Measurement of the regionalerebral blood �ow (rCBF) with H215O is of great importane to disoverthe funtional anatomy in �elds like ognitive neurosiene, linguistis, se-letive attention and to measure the e�et of drugs on the rCBF in di�erentategories of patients. TABLE IIMeasurements and radiopharmaeutials of importane for neurosieneMeasurements RadiopharmaeutialBlood �ow (rCBF) H215O, C15O2Bloodvolume 11CO, C15OOxygen extration Combination of both aboveGluose metabolism 18FDGTumor metabolism 11C-amino aids, 18FDGReeptor measurements 11C-methylspiperon, 18FESP18F-DOPA, 11C-raloprideStimulus researh 18FDG, H215OIn Table III di�erent radiopharmaeutials for onologial studies aresummarized. For the study of tumor metabolism 18FDG is often used butother possibilities in the form of amino aids do exist. Also the e�et oftherapy on the tumor metabolism an be quanti�ed by measuring before andafter therapy. By performing the seond study already during the therapyalso a prognosti statement an be made. For onologial brain studies theuse of an amino aid an be favourable due to the better signal to noiseratio whih an be obtained with respet to the gluose metabolism study.It is also possible to generate �whole�body� images by projeting a numberof onseutive transverse images into a planar image.



Positron Emission Tomography 1625TABLE IIIMeasurements and radiopharmaeutials of importane for onologyMeasurements RadiopharmaeutialTumorperfusion 13NH3, H215OTumormetabolism 18FDG, 11C-tyrosine, 11C-methionine11C-thymidineCytostatia kinetis 11C-ytostatia3. New developmentsThe ylotron as available now for PET enters is di�erent from the oldermahines used in the �eld of nulear physis not only beause of the limitednumber of partiles and �xed energy but also beause of the inorporationof the targetry for the most important radionulides. Automation and om-puter ontrol is integrated into the design. Not only the beam quality butalso the beam urrent is a major parameter beause the urrent determinesthe prodution apaity. Beam quality is not that ruial for radionulideprodution and in fat the beam power density (W/m2) should not be toohigh. For the day�to�day operation no separate operating team is required,the ylotron an be operated by the tehnial hemial sta�. The presentdevelopments tend into a few diretions, but redution in osts by e.g. aredution in maximum beam energy is a general goal for the marketing ofylotrons for linial PET-enters. Redution in maximum energy resultsin a smaller mahine and onsequently a redution in osts is possible. Lowerenergy leads also to less penetrating partiles and onsequently to thinnertargets with a lower yield. Consequently the target tehnology beomesmore di�ult and more ritial by this redution in beam energy beausethe beam urrent has to be inreased to keep up in prodution apaity.The hange to a superonduting magnet dereases the weight with a largefator. Sine the prodution apaity should stay the same the thikness ofthe shielding is also the same but the overall size o� the vault, and so theosts, an be dereased again. Some ylotron manufaturers also provideloal movable shielding of onrete and lead, �tting tightly around the ael-erator, resulting in lower total mass of the shielding. Also developments inlinear aelerators (linas) and in Radio Frequeny Quadrupole aelerators



1626 A.M.J. Paans(RFQ's) for the prodution espeially of the four PET radionulides, aretaking plae. However, it still has to be shown that this, may be ost e�e-tive solution, is a ompetitor in radionulide yields with the now operating17 MeV proton ylotrons.The radiation detetors used in positron ameras at the moment aremade of BGO in most ases but also NaI and BaF2 has been used or still isin use. Although BGO and BaF2 have a high stopping power for 511 keVand a number of other favourable properties, the light yield of NaI is alsofavourable. The ideal detetor for a positron amera should have a timeresolution of approximately 10 ps and this ombined with other propertieslike high stopping power, high Z, non hygrosopi et. This extreme fasttiming would allow for the measurement of the plae of annihilation withina few millimetres by means of the time of �ight (TOF) measurement. Withthe present detetors only the line on whih the annihilation took plae isbeing determined. The �ltered bak projetion reonstrution tehnique inombination with blok struture of the detetors makes a spatial resolutionof 4�5 mm FWHM standard. Reently LSO (lutetium-orthosiliate) hasbeen disovered as a sintillator [6℄. LSO ombines the good properties ofBGO with high light yield (75% of the yield of NaI) and is also rather fast (40ns). A disadvantage is the presene of natural radioative isotope of lutetiumbut, sine a oinidene tehnique is employed, this will not in�uene theimage formation. The higher light yield will improve the energy resolutionand by this derease the satter fration. At the moment small LSO PET-sanners are being built for small animals (rats and mie) and a spatialresolution of 2 mm FWHM has been ahieved in these systems. In the(near) future whole-body systems with this spatial resolution will beomeavailable.The fundamental limit in the spatial resolution is of ourse the rangeof the positron itself. At the mean positron energy, 40 % of the maximumenergy, the range of the positron varies from 1.1 mm for 11C via 2.5 mmfor 15O to 5.9 mm for 82Rb. At the moment interplane septa are used tolimit the opening angle of eah individual plane. This redution of openingangle is neessary to keep the amount of sattered 511 keV -quanta withinreasonable bounds. By removing these septa the e�ieny of the wholesystem inreases with a large fator but the fration of sattered radiationwill also inrease. This is due to the rather bad energy resolution, 25% at 511keV, of the BGO blok detetors used. Nevertheless a lot of e�orts has beeninvested in the development of systems without septa and in the developmentof orretion algorithms for satter, yielding a three dimensional imagingsystem [7℄.The fat that the annihilation of positron and eletron does not take plaeat zero momentum is proven by the fat that there is a �nite angular width



Positron Emission Tomography 1627of 0:5Æ FWHM in the angular distribution about the mean angle of 180Æ.With a detetor ring diameter of roughly 80 m and an improving spatialresolution this parameter is beoming more important as a limitation in thespatial resolution.4. PET and other imaging modalitiesThe most ommon imaging tehnique in mediine uses X-rays. In itsmost simple form a density projetion is generated by holding the subjetof interest between the X-ray tube and a photographi plate. The advanedform an be found in a CT-sanner in whih a rotating X-ray soure anddetetors make a transverse setion image. Again sort of a density map isgenerated although extration of the exat density will not be possible, and isalso not neessary for diagnosti use, due to the broad energy spetrum of thegenerated X-rays. Due to the large di�erene in density between bones andtissue the bones an be visualized perfetly while small di�erenes in tissuedensity will be more di�ult to visualize. The use of ontrast agents, like�uids with high densities and high Z-omponents, an hange the di�erenein density and by this the interpretation of the images dramatially.The Nulear Magneti Resonane (NMR) tehnique is in use to visualizethe protons (bound to water) in the human body. Homogeneous magneti�elds up to 2 T are in use in medial NMR sanners, nowadays abbreviated toMRI (Magneti Resonane Imaging). In order to have a short imaging time,gradient �elds with frequeny deoding are used. The strength of the NMRsignal is proportional to the di�erene in population of the spin�up and spin�down state. Under normal onditions at room temperature the ratio betweenspin�up and spin�down is rather lose to unity. The NMR tehnique is arather insensitive tehnique [8℄ for this reason but whih is suessful beauseof the high water onentration in the human body. Also paramagnetiontrast agents like Gd-DTPA are used to inrease the ontrast. Both, theX-ray and the MRI tehnique, supply anatomial information.With NMR also information on the struture of moleules an be ob-tained, as is done in the hemistry. This is also possible in the human bodybut limited to the brain and to moleular strutures whih have a onen-tration of 0.1 mM or more as a rule of the thumb. The limitation to braintissue is beause the signals from water and fatty tissues have to be sup-pressed and these onentrations are rather low in the brain in ontrast toe.g. the thorax.By using radionulides bound to di�erent moleular strutures funtionalemission imaging beame available in the 1950's. It is funtional imagingbeause the hemial struture and the human metabolism determine thefate of the moleule in vivo. PET is the ultimate form of nulear mediine.



1628 A.M.J. PaansBeause the nulear reations for the prodution of positron emitting ra-dionulides are of the type (p; n) or (p; a) in most ases, the element pro-dued is di�erent from the target element. By this type of reations theamount produed in weight is extremely low (1 Ci of 11C has a weight of1.2 ng) while the amount of radioativity is onsiderable (1 Ci of 11C anroutinely be made and a patient dose is 10 mCi). This so alled spei�ativity ( MBq/mg) is of importane e.g. for reeptor researh and makes itpossible to all it �traer� experiments.Sine the PET method supplies funtional information the ombinationwith X-ray and NMR tehniques, CT and MRI, would yield an identi�ationof the funtional anatomy. In order to make this ombination the images ofthe di�erent disiplines should be available in a transparent way and imageresize and re orientation tehniques should be available to math the imagesfrom the di�erent modalities. At the moment there are no general appliableroutines available to perform this kind of mathing operations. In a numberof PET enters the ombination of PET , CT and NMR images is subjetof interest. In some institutions also the omparison and transformationof PET images to a stereotati brain atlas have been performed [5℄. Thehead and brain are the �rst struture/organ of hoie to evaluate the �multi-modality� mathing for obvious reasons.REFERENCES[1℄ W. Vaalburg, A.M.J. Paans, Radionulides Prodution II, ed. F. Helus, CRCPress, Boa-Raton, USA 1983, p. 47.[2℄ M.E. Phelps, S.R. Cherry, Clinial Positron Imaging 1, 31 (1998).[3℄ M.E. Phelps, S.C. Huang, E.J. Ho�man, C. Selin, L. Sokolo�, D.E. Kuhl,Ann.Neur. 6, 371 (1979).[4℄ A.T.M. Willemsen, A. van Waarde, A.M.J. Paans, J. Pruim, G. Luurtsema,K.G. Go, W. Vaalburg, J. Nul. Med. 36, 411 (1995).[5℄ R.S.J. Frakowiak, K.J. Friston, C.D. Frith, R. Dolan, J.C. Maziotta, HumanBrain Funtion, Aademi Press, San Diego 1997.[6℄ M.E. Casey, L. Eriksson, M. Shmand, M.S. Andreao, M. Paulus,R. Dahlbom, R. Nutt, IEEE Trans NS 44, 1109 (1997).[7℄ C.C. Watson, D. Newport, M. Casey, IEEE Trans NS 44, 90 (1997).[8℄ A.M.J. Paans, W. Vaalburg, M.G. Woldring, Eur. J. Nul. Med. 11, 73 (1985).


